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The droids you’re looking for? 

 

Have you considered running a checkpoint for the discerning solo wargame? I 

mean, standing on a checkpoint, how difficult can it be? It’s not as if people are 

going to start shooting at you. Just in case they do, I’ve suggested Hell by 

Daylight rules because they are what I use for modern, but checkpoints exist in 

all periods. 

What I wanted was a scenario that would also drop into other games. After all, 

sometimes you try to control people, and making them pass through check 

points is one way of doing it. 

There is a joke about a dictator who wondered how secure his hold was over the 

people he ruled. So he set up checkpoints, in the rush hour, to stop people, look 

inside the car, and then let them proceed. 

Obviously there were traffic snarl-ups but nobody complained. 

Then he decided to push things further. Not only had they to check inside the 

car, they had to check the papers of everybody in the car, in detail. As you can 

imagine the traffic congestion got worse, but still nobody complained.  

Finally, losing patience he told the officers on the checkpoints to check the 

papers, then to slap the motorist. 

The chaos got worse, but one of his citizens went ballistic, shouting and raving 

at the officer who slapped him. So he was brought in front of the dictator who 

asked him what the problem was.  

The chap said, “It’s madness, why on earth not have two officers on a 

checkpoint, one can check the papers, one can do the slapping, and it’ll all be so 

much more efficient and we can get to work on time.” 
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Welcome, citizen, to the checkpoint.  

Who have you got manning it? 

We have four levels.  

1. It isn’t supposed to be a combat mission, you’re aiding the civil power. So 

you might have a couple of civilian police officers as part of the team. 

They can ask the questions, your troops just stand around providing 

‘support.’ 

2. Alternatively you might just have troops. Obviously things are more highly 

charged, but still, the soldier who asks to see your papers doesn’t actually 

point his gun at you. 

3. There again, things could be getting tense. The checkpoint has sandbags 

and there’s a machinegun set up ready, with a belt already loaded and the 

barrel is pointed at the people in the queue. 

4. Finally the gloves are off. The checkpoint is overseen by a proper 

armoured vehicle. The message is plain. ‘Don’t even think of coming 

through if you haven’t got the right papers.  

 

 Then you have the people in the queue. These are your fellow citizens. If you’re 

stationed in the wrong city, your Mum might be among them. Each move a 

constant stream of people move through the checkpoint. Every turn, Toss a coin 

and on tails you get one of the individuals below. Roll a d6.  

1) An elderly couple.  

Roll a d6     

1. He was in the army back when it was a real army, he points out the rifle is 

dirty, the men are a mess, and it’s a disgrace. –d6 morale, +d6 time 

wasted. 

2. She opens a cake tin and offers it round because your men remind her of 

her grandson who is also a conscript. Is she a terrorist, is it poisoned? It 

is on a roll of 1 on a d10. If you stop your men taking the cake –d6 

morale, +d6 wasted time, if the cake is poisoned, your men have to be 

rushed to hospital and you’re busted down to road sweeper. 

3. They are either deaf, daft, or enemies of the people. They cannot 

apparently understand what it’s all about, take a ridiculous amount of 

time to find their papers, producing instead prescriptions, library tickets, 

and newspaper cuttings of their golden wedding anniversary. –d6 morale, 

+d6 time wasted. 

4. 4+. Everything goes smoothly, no problems. 

2) Young man. 

Roll a d6 

1. He is nervous. If you have police present they spot this (soldiers are used 

to people being nervous) and spend +2d6 questioning him. He gets more 
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and more nervous and finally admits he’s parked on a parking meter and 

the money will be running out. 

2. He is obviously under the influence of drink or drugs. Toss a coin, heads 

he’s effusively friendly, takes +2d6 time wasted. Tails, takes a swing at a 

soldier. Check below for potentially violent incidents. 

3. He has a large backpack with wires hanging out of it. Roll a d6, 1 to 5 he’s 

an electrician going to work. +D6 time wasted. 6, when you want to 

search it, he takes it off, puts it down and starts running. Potentially 

violent incident. 

4. 4+ Everything goes smoothly, no problems.    

3) Woman with small children 

Roll a d6 

1. It’s chaos, she cannot find her papers in a bag full of nappies and other 

child paraphernalia, the children start crying, one needs changing. Roll a 

d6, 1 to 5 -1d6 morale, +2d6 time wasted. 6. Who knew Sarge would be 

such a dab hand at changing babies?  

2. Things go well until the toddler has a meltdown.  -1d6 morale as mother 

stalks off with screaming hell child under one arm.  

3. 3+ Other than getting chocolatey fingerprints over everything, that went 

better than it might have.  

4) Attractive young woman 

Roll a d6 

1 to 5 Your men actually try and look a bit professional. 

6 One gets his face slapped. Potentially violent incident.  

5) Too-clever-half student 

Roll a d6 

1 to 5 Makes a lot of smart Alec comments that wind everybody up. -1d6 

morale/ 

6 Makes unexpected sudden movement. Potentially violent incident. 

6) Tourist who doesn’t speak the language.  

1-5 +2d6 time wasted as you try to communicate. 

6 You always knew those extra classes you did in (insert unusual language here) 

would come in useful. 

Time Wasted 

You’ll have noticed that you can accumulate a lot of wasted time. In reality, it’s 

not your waited time, you’ll be here until you’re told to go somewhere else. But 

each amount of wasted time means the queue grows longer and gets more and 

grumpier. 
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Once the total of time wasted is 10 or more, each time you waste more time, 

people in the queue will get more exasperated. This produces a potentially 

violent incident. 

Potentially Violent Incidents. 

There are situations where somebody in the queue loses their temper at the 

length of time they’re waiting and gets abusive, or perhaps a rucksack is 

dumped at your feet by somebody who flees. At this point there is a chance that 

somebody might overreact.  

Now in Hell by Daylight rules, there is a chance that troops might or might not 

fire, (whether you want them to or not.) Don’t worry if you don’t have the rules, 

there is a quick reference sheet at 

https://jimssfnovelsandwargamerules.wordpress.com/hell-by-daylight/ 

When you get a potentially violent incident, tot up your total of morale points 

lost. Roll d100 and if you get less than or equal to the total, one of your men has 

potentially snapped. 

In Hell by Daylight terms, treat those on your checkpoint as being ‘under fire’ 

and ‘halted’.  

So a Green 2 (average motivation) has a 40% chance of firing but only a 7% 

chance of aiming. So it shouldn’t happen often. 

If somebody does open fire then there is shouting, screaming, and people fleeing 

in different directions. 

The purpose of the checkpoint 

Ideally the checkpoint isn’t there purely to irritate people. You’re looking for 

something. I would suggest that the checkpoint be integrated into a bigger 

game, have several separating one half of a cluttered urban table from the other 

half. Or have some sort of sweep going on with foot patrols or what-have-you.  

I would take a pack of cards. Let us assume that you are looking for something 

that might be reasonably common, perhaps terrorists (resistance fighters) 

smuggling weaponry. 

So deal your cards face down to each checkpoint. Split the entire pack between 

all the checkpoints. Each move, every checkpoint draws the top card from their 

pack and looks at it. This is after they’ve rolled any dice. If the card drawn is a 

Jack, then it’s a suspect. What the suspect does depends on the Jack. 

Jack of hearts and the Jack of spades are one eyed Jacks. If these cards are 

played, the suspect tries to flee and not only that, they have d6 accomplices 

armed with pistols or other, concealable weaponry, who will give them covering 

fire. Set the figures up and fight it out. The suspect will attempt to flee carrying 

the bag of weaponry they were attempting to smuggle. The other accomplices 

are there to cover the withdrawal, not to fight it out with increasing numbers of 

security force personnel. 

https://jimssfnovelsandwargamerules.wordpress.com/hell-by-daylight/
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The other Jacks, the person explains that they were just carrying it for a friend. 

You can arrest them without trouble. 

But what if you have a less routine quarry? Put one joker in the pack before you 

deal the pack out to the checkpoints. If the joker turns up, your quarry has 

arrived at the checkpoint. It’s up to you exactly who or what the quarry is. A 

leading drug lord with his heavily armed bodyguards? The ex-wife of the current 

president for life who knows too much about him? An old man with a boy and 

two battered droids? The choice is yours. 

Complications 

Ideally you would have enough personnel to do your job. Assuming four on a 

checkpoint, you have just enough for the checkpoints and an officer and another 

four who are held back in reserve. If there is shooting then there is chaos with 

people fleeing, but it may be that you need to pull in more men to help win the 

firefight. Obviously these can come from the reserve or from another checkpoint.  

If you have men abandon a checkpoint for any reason, the cards dealt for them 

are removed from play. The terrorists or other targets took advantage and just 

made their way through when nobody was checking.  

You may have police on your checkpoints. If you do, you can reroll three dice for 

checkpoints during the course of the game. The police may defuse things.  

If you go to the third and fourth level of manning your checkpoint with 

machineguns and/or tanks, then the men will obviously be more nervous. Given 

the precautions you’re taking, they assume the worst. So with if you go to third 

level, double the number of morale points lost. If you go up to fourth level, triple 

the number lost.  

 

  

 


